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Step by step instructions on melting and molding chocolate candies. It covers lollipops, 3-D
molding, filling candies and caring for molds. It also provides a basic list of chocolatier's tools,
with descriptions and use instructions.
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History of ChocolateChocolate is a time-honored and reveredpassion fruit, or seed. Earliest
evidenceof its consumption was found in Chiapas,Mexico. Archeologists studying the
ancientOlmec civilization discovered a bowl withcacao residue dating to 1,800
B.C.E.Subsequent Mayan and Aztec civilizationsate the seeds or ground them into a pastethat
was mixed with water to make drinkingchocolate. It was consumed by royals inceremonies and
served as a stimulant towarriors. It was used as medicine, currencyand a potion given to
victims of humansacrifice to calm them before the slaughter.The name may have derived from
the Aztecword xocol��FÂÀ meaning “bitter water.” TheAztecs flavored it with honey, chili and
vanilla.In 1529, they also introduced chocolate tothe Spanish conquistador Hernán Cortés,
whobrought it back to Spain, where Europe’s firstcocoa factory was opened in 1580.The first
chocolate factory in the New Worldwas established by physician James Bakerand a partner in
Massachusetts in 1765.Baker’s Chocolate is still functioning.After the Boston Tea Party of
1773, whencolonists dumped British tea into BostonHarbor in protest over taxation, many
colonistsswitched to drinking chocolate. Among the placeswhere one could buy a steaming
mug of chocolatewere Benjamin Franklin’s print shops.Today, chocolate is grown throughout
the tropics;the largest producer is the Ivory Coast in Africa.It grows on the cacao tree, native to
South andCentral America, but now cultivated throughoutthe tropics. Its scientific name is
Theobroma,which translates from Greek as “food of the gods.”Among its extracts is
theobromine, a caffeine-likesubstance.It starts with an elongated, football-shaped podwith a
hard skin, soft, white pulp and about 40seeds in the middle.The pods are harvested twice
annually, usuallyby workers using machetes. The pulp is removedfrom the seeds, which are
placed in pits andallowed to ferment for a week or two before beingspread out to dry.
Afterwards they are sent to aroaster, cracked open and winnowed so that onlythe core of the
seed, called the nib, remains. Thatnib, a tiny fraction of the original pod, is smashedand ground
into chocolate liquor and cocoa butter.Chocolate DefinedDesignations for chocolate are strictly
regulated byfederal Standards of Identity. To be called chocolate, aproduct must contain no
vegetable fat. Milk chocolatecan contain milk fats; the only other fat allowed is cocoabutter.The
following are some terms and definitions:Chocolate liquor: the smooth liquid produced by
grindingup the centers of the seeds of the cacao bean (nibs). Thepercentage of liquor in a
confection often determines itsclassification.Cocoa butter: the fat in cocoa beans, extracted by
grind-ing the nibs, which are about 50% fat. It melts at 96° F,giving chocolate confections their
“melt-in-your-mouth”quality.Dark chocolate: generally between 45 and 80% cacao ina
combination of cocoa butter and chocolate liquor. Theother ingredients are sugar and
emulsifiers.Milk chocolate: at least 10% chocolate liquor and 12%milk solids. To be called milk
chocolate, it cannot containfats other than milk fat and cocoa butter.Semisweet chocolate: at



least 35% chocolate liquor.Sweet chocolate: at least 15% chocolate liquor.White chocolate:
contains no chocolate liquor, but atleast 20% cocoa butter, 14% milk solids and less than
55%sweeteners.Chocolate flavored wafers: often used in moldingchocolate. Technically, they
cannot be called “chocolate”because they contain vegetable fats. If they containchocolate
liquor, the packaging can say “made withchocolate.”In this book, we use the term “chocolate”
loosely, toinclude chocolate flavored candy wafers. However, youcan substitute “real”
chocolate, which must undergo atempering process before it can be molded.Tempered
chocolate is glossy, hard and snaps when it isbroken. This is due to a tight arrangement of the
cocoabutter fat crystals. When chocolate is melted, thosecrystals spread apart and often
reform in different sizesthat no longer fit neatly together. To coax them backinto a tight
formation, unmelted chocolate is added to abatch of melted chocolate to stimulate
precrystalization.If done correctly, the crystals will re-form into a glossyproduct.

Melting Candy WafersMelting BasicsMolding chocolate melts at 94-98° F. That’s justbelow
human body temperature, which is whychocolate melts in your hand and in your mouth.Avoid
handling chocolates, because your hand maymelt them enough to create fingerprints.Although
some cooks mold with chocolate chips, theywere designed to melt at higher temperatures
foroven use and the final products are not as glossy asthose produced with wafers or tempered
chocolate.The wafers are the choice of many chocolatiersbecaused they are easy to work
with.Here are four ways to melt candy wafers.1. Microwave: Put one pound of candy wafers in
amicrowave safe container. Heat on High for a halfminute. Stir, then repeat at 15 second
intervalsuntil the wafers are completely melted. The candyshould be smooth and the
consistency of syrup.2. Double boiler: Fill the bottom pan of the doubleboiler to just below the
base of the top pan. Putone pound of wafers in the top pan and heat ata low setting. Do not
allow the water to boil. Stiras the candy begins to melt. Continue until it issmooth, then remove
from stove.3. Slow Cooker: Set onwarm and pour in 2-3pounds of wafers. Stirevery ten minutes
untilthe candy starts tobecome syrupy. Turnthe cooker off to avoidburning the chocolate,but
continue stirringto allow the residualheat to complete themelting. Do not cover the slow cooker,
becausethat can cause condensation, which will make yourchocolate seize up and become
unworkable.4. Chocolate Melter or Tempering Machines: Thereare several available with
controls for precisemelting or tempering of chocolate.

Using Chocolate MoldsCybrTrayd AO056 Bite-Size PiecesCybrTrayd D025 Mustache
LollyMolding Basics1. Know your molds: Inexpensive, clear chocolatemolds, made of food-
grade PETG plastic, canwithstand heat of up to 150° F before they start todistort. Using them
for hard candy or placing themin the dishwasher will ruin them. With proper care(see page 36),
expect to get 5-10 uses from eachmold. Polycarbonate molds are more expensive, farmore
durable and most are dishwasher-safe. Moldsare also available in silicone.2. Filling: Use ladles,
spoons or squeeze bottles tofill molds. Most squeeze bottles are not microwavesafe.3.
Releasing air bubbles: Air bubbles often collecton the bottom of the mold, marring the surface
ofyour chocolate. To eliminate them, tap your freshlyfilled mold it on a table before putting it in
thefreezer or refrigerator to harden. This will alsolevel the chocolate.4. Lollipops and pretzel
pops: Insert the stick orpretzel rod into the stick channel after filling themold with chocolate.
Rotate the stick a half turn toensure that the chocolate adheres thoroughly. Forstability, the
stick should protrude at least one inchinto the cavity. Pretzels generally extend almostthe
length of the cavity.5. Cooling: Place the filled mold in the freezer orrefrigerator until the candy
sets.6. Unmolding: Your candy will be ready to unmoldwhen the underside of the mold turns



cloudy,indicating that the chocolate has shrunk away fromthe mold. Remove the mold from the
freezer, turnit upside down. In most cases, the chocolate willdrop out of the cavities. If the
candy does not comeout, gently flex the mold or tap it on a flat surfaceuntil the candy falls
out.7. If the piece breaks, remelt it and try again.CybrTrayd B056 Baby Foot

Molding Solid Pieces, Method 13-D chocolate pieces can be molded either as solidcasts or
hollow ones. Generally, smaller items, like thiswedding cake, are molded solid, and larger ones
aremade hollow.Solid 3-D Molding, Method 11. Cut the mold cavities out of the mold
sheet,leaving a half inch margin of flat surface aroundthe cavities.2. Cut a triangular notch out
of the bottom of eachhalf, so that the assembled piece will have a fillhole at the bottom.3.
Assemble the two halves, carefully aligning andclamping them together with binder clips. The
moreclips you use, the better. This will limit the leakageof chocolate into the seam between the
halves.4. Prop the mold up so that the bottom faces up andthe mold is level. Smaller molds can
stand in a cup.Larger pieces may require a creative solution.5. Using a squeeze bottle or a
funnel, fill the moldthrough the hole in the bottom. Start by filling itabout one third of the way
and rotating it to releaseair bubbles.6. Fill the remaining area of the cavity. Place the moldin the
freezer until it sets.7. Remove the clips and gently remove one side of themold.8. Using a
toothpick, carefully trim the excesschocolate at the seam. Invert the mold to removethe piece. If
a large amount of chocolate has leakedinto the seam, trim it away with a sharp knife.CybrTrayd
W062 3-D Wedding Cake

Molding Solid Pieces, Method 2CybrTrayd M033 Chess PiecesCybrTrayd M035 Chess
BoardSolid 3D Molding, Method 21. Fill the cavities to the top.2. Tap the mold on a flat surface
to release airbubbles. Place in the refrigerator or freezer untilchocolate has set.3. Unmold the
pieces.4. Allow the mold to return to room temperature.Refill the mold to the top and tap on a
flat surfaceto release the air bubbles.5. Press the set pieces into the tops of the newlyfilled
cavities of the mold, carefully lining up theedges of the two halves of each piece.6. Place the
mold in the freezer until the candy sets.7. Unmold, then use a sharp knife to trim the seam.8. If
your creation does not stand on its own,either trim the base with a sharp knife, or meltthe
bottom slightly to flatten it. This is done bywarming a cookie sheet with a hair dryer,
thenrubbing the bottom of the piece on the warmcookie sheet until the base is flat and
standsstraight.
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Highlander, “helpful e book. This book was easy to understand and helpful with plenty of tasty
ideas. The font easily enlarged on my iPhone kindle.”

The book by Andrea Maller has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 9 people have provided feedback.
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